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Synopsis

THE SOCIAL ORGANIZATION OF WORK, Fifth Edition, follows a simple structure and uses clear writing to present the material you need in an easily accessible format. This text discusses the most current and hotly debated issues, from the technology revolution to women's issues to the globalization of today's workforce.
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Customer Reviews

This book is boring, but functionally good for learning about Sociology of Work. It's not a super exciting concept, but it's a well laid out book. Kindle edition rental for me. Like that alot. Easier than carrying another text book.

The book I ordered was supposed to be new, but the book I received was far from new. It has been highlighted, had notes in the margins, had text underlined and almost crossed out with pen, and was well worn from having the pages folded back. From that perspective I would say I will NOT be purchasing from this seller again. As a text book it has some room for improvement. I personally don't think the information is clearly laid out and easy to follow. It doesn't read smoothly, and seems to jump around a bit. Unfortunately it is required text book for a Soc.310 class and I didn't have much choice but to purchase it.

The condition is not as good as I expected. The cover is torn at the binding and corners are bent.
Bought this for school and came just as expected! very happy with this purchase